UNLOCKING POWER MARKET
INSIGHTS WITH VISUAL AND
INTUITIVE ANALYTICS

POWERSIGNALS
Nodal markets are complex, unique, and constantly evolving. In this dynamic
environment, it's crucial to have a solution at your fingertips that allows analysis of
the complex network of components that make up the grid. Visualization can prove
extremely helpful in operating in nodal markets - visualizing generation, transmission,
congestion, and pricing allows you to form hypotheses about the variables driving
market volatility and optimize trading strategies and performance.

Yes Energy's flagship product, PowerSignals, was built to provide nodal market
participants with powerful, insightful, actionable, and intuitive market data.
PowerSignals is fueled by the most comprehensive market data available. Look back
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through our historic market data dating back to the inception of each ISO market, or
view real-time data within minutes of when the ISO or other primary data sources
releases data. With Yes Energy's experts behind PowerSignals, you never have to
worry about data corrections or updates, PowerSignals will automatically pull in the
latest data.

PowerSignals is a dynamic and visual solution that allows you to visualize data linked
to a market map of nodes, transmission lines, generation and transmission outages,
constraints, and power plants. For further analysis, PowerSignals allows you to easily
drill down into other maps, charts, and tables. PowerSignals transforms huge
amounts of detailed market data into actionable insight.

CAPABILITIES
Immerse yourself in comprehensive ISO market data
Discover the best opportunities using visual analysis tools
Develop trade strategies for Bal-Day, Virtuals, Spreads, and FTRs
Tune your portfolio using integrated market analytics
Discover profit drivers for your assets

DATA INSIGHTS THAT
POWER YOUR BUSINESS
PRODUCT FEATURES
Real-time updates and extensive history
Dynamic platform that evolves with the market
Live price maps that allow you to drill down to details
Integrated view of market drivers
Charts, graphs, alerts, watchlists
Price constraints, outages, weather, and load - in the regions relevant to you
Portfolio management tools
Daily P&L performance reporting
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Historical basis analysis
Alerting on transmission outages relevant to your business

ABOUT YES ENERGY
Yes Energy is the leader in power market data. Founded in Boulder, Colorado, Yes
Energy set out on a mission to deliver nodal power traders powerful, insightful,
actionable data - it now offers the most robust, high-quality data in the industry.
Yes Energy creates innovative data solutions to power the businesses of not only
nodal power traders, but also power marketers originators, asset developers, asset
operators, and the Middle Office.
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